Simplified Audio Visual Room Solutions from Ashton Bentley
Ashton Bentley manufactures a range of modular “out of the box” Audio Visual technology
for meeting rooms, conference facilities and executive offices. Designed to specifically
reduce the cost of ownership and increase effectiveness of communication each Ashton
Bentley System simplifies and standardises both the technology and the user experience of
meeting room communications.
Unlike traditional Audio Visual systems an Ashton
Bentley system replaces a room full of equipment;
there’s no separate rack or complex wiring. The
equipment is easy to use, the interfaces are
intuitive and the installations are simple and quick
with no tools or specialist skills necessary.
What does this mean for you?
The Ashton Bentley environment provides you with
an easy to use, fully integrated Audio Visual
system enabling video communication, document/application sharing (with whiteboard
functionality) and presentations on a large screen, with superb audio. The kit is
streamlined, compact and modular to suit a variety of meeting room formats and sizes.

Walk in and Work
An Ashton Bentley Lync Environment takes
collaboration technology one step further with a
cost effective solution that allows you to take
your Microsoft Lync account (2010 or 2013) into
the meeting room.
There’s no need for user training, the semiautomatic operation allows users to “walk in and
work”.
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Options for all sizes of meeting rooms
The modular range offers a standardised
solution, whether you require a single screen
set up or complete meeting room environment
with integrated table and chairs. The systems
are shipped flat packed in boxes and require
minimal set up allowing simple global
deployment.
For added peace of mind the software includes
built in remote support functionality so there’s
no need to worry about complex maintenance
procedures.
The system is particularly effective for multi-site
installations where the equipment can be shipped and set up very quickly to offer
an instant company wide meeting room solution.
Ashton Bentley systems are designed to provide “plug and play” collaborative HD
presentation technology, plus optimised environments for the deployment of
today’s leading videoconferencing and telepresence platforms. Assembled in
minutes with no tools the systems are supplied fully integrated and pre-configured
with everything required.
Feltech believe the best way to appreciate the benefits of an Ashton Bentley
system is to see one for yourself. We would like to offer you the opportunity to
take a look at these systems at your own location and give you the chance to take
one for a test drive. For more information or to book a demonstration contact
Stephen Hollas on 01727 834888 or mail Stephen.Hollas@Feltech.co.uk.
Formed in 1989 Feltech have built an enviable reputation for delivering
exceptional results across the industry, throughout all aspects audio visual and
broadcast systems design, integration and installation.
Feltech provide innovative, effective and efficient results, using integrated
systems to enhance presentations, communications and workflow, increase
productivity, inform and engage. With experience working for Government
departments, FTSE 500 companies, the emergency services, the banking sector
and educational institutions, Feltech understand that every client is unique and
spend time providing tailored solutions for each individual situation. Feltech are
proud winners of the 2013 “Business Installation of the Year” AV Award, follow
@Feltech_UK on twitter or visit www.Feltech.co.uk for more information.
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